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Abstract

Experimental literature has found that risk attitudes are not robust to different elicitation

techniques. However, most comparisons across elicitation methods involve different

rewards and framings simultaneously. Our experimental design helps to disentangle the

effect of these two factors. We consider two different personal rewards (money domain and

grade domain) and two different scenarios while keeping the reward constant (lottery fram-

ing and exam framing). We find no differences in elicited risk aversion between the two

domains. However, framing matters: elicited risk aversion is lower in the exam framing.

1. Introduction

Decisions under risk often involve payoffs that are not monetary (a medical doctor taking deci-

sions about a patient, a lawyer in a legal trial, or the decision whether or not to pursue a healthy

lifestyle, for example) but involve rewards of a different nature (professional success, reputa-

tion, health, etc.). In this paper we test whether the risk aversion measures elicited through lot-

teries, the most popular elicitation method according to [1] and one of the most popular for

[2], are robust to different domains. Is risk aversion in lotteries constant across domains? If

this is the case, the risk attitude can be considered a primitive parameter that characterizes an

individual, regardless of the reward. On the contrary, if domain matters, then the subject’s

behavior in monetary lotteries would not help to predict behavior when the rewards are of a

different nature. On the other hand, when subjects face the same risky decisions but in differ-

ent scenarios, the framing may affect the decisions even if the underlying lottery (probabilities

and rewards) is the same. Our second objective will be to see if the way in which we present

the information affects decision making under risk. If there are no differences, risk aversion

parameters obtained in lottery scenarios could be extrapolated to other contexts. By contrast, if

framing affects decision making risk attitudes measured in one scenario would not be valid to

predict subjects’ behavior when the context is entirely different.

Elicitation techniques estimate risk attitudes through different mechanisms that involve a

certain domain and framing (see [3] on the different elicitation methods). In this paper

domain refers to the nature of the outcome (monetary payoffs, level of health, professional

success. . .), and framing to the scenario through which risk attitudes are elicited (the content

of the task presented to the subjects, e.g. a multiple price list lottery). Previous literature has
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found that risk attitudes are not robust to the elicitation method [1, 4–9] but the comparisons

across elicitation techniques involve different rewards and different framings simultaneously

so that it is not clear which is responsible for the lack of robustness. Our main objective is to

separate the impact of domain and framing in risk attitude elicitation.

To disentangle domain and framing effects, subjects will face a series of multiple price list

lotteries with a safe option (similar to [10]). Concerning the nature of the reward, we consider

two different domains. In the first domain rewards for the lottery are monetary (Money
domain). In the second domain the same lottery is rewarded with grade points (Grade
domain). We chose grades as an incentive because they have been compared to monetary

rewards by previous studies and both have been found to be relevant to enhance performance

[11]. In order to identify framing effects, we again compare two different scenarios while keep-

ing the domain constant (grade points). In the first framing, we elicit risk attitudes through a

multiple price list with a safe option (lottery framing). In the second, while keeping the same

implicit lottery structure, the options are presented as the decision whether to answer multi-

ple-choice exam questions or omit (exam framing); to maintain the same lottery structure, the

questions were chosen so that subjects did not know the answer and were therefore playing the

same implicit lottery as in the lottery framing. We will therefore have a total of three treat-

ments: grade, lottery and exam. Previous studies have compared paid lottery choices and hypo-

thetical questions to risk behavior in different contexts [12, 13] or to contributions to a public

good [14]. Our main contribution is an experimental design that allows to disentangle the

effect of domain and framing simultaneously in a within subject design where all participants

face all possible scenarios.

Our results show no differences in elicited risk aversion between the two domains (money

domain or grade domain). However, framing matters: risk aversion is lower in the exam fram-

ing. Previous literature in multiple-choice tests [15, 16] found that males omit less questions,

presumably because they are less risk averse compared to their female counterparts. However,

we do not find any gender difference.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the literature review, Section 3

describes the methods and research hypotheses, while Section 4 provides the details of the

experimental design. In Section 5 we test, first, if changing the nature of the reward from

money to grades (domain) affect their elicited risk preferences and, second, if framing affects

the results; we also examine differential treatment effects by gender. Section 6 concludes.

2. Literature review

There are many different methods of risk preferences elicitation. [3] classify these methods in

propensity, frequency and behavioral methods. In the first two, questionnaires about subjects’

daily activities or their views about risky prospects are used to estimate subjects’ risk attitudes;

most of these questionnaires are hypothetical so that the subject’s answers do not affect

rewards. On the contrary, behavioral methods for risk elicitation are not hypothetical, subjects

have to select among different risky options with monetary implications. Previous literature

has compared risk aversion estimations in and across the different elicitation methods. Some

of these studies perform between-subject comparisons where each subject only faces one elici-

tation method [1, 5]. Others perform within-subject comparisons where each subject faces dif-

ferent elicitation methods ([3, 4, 6–9]. All of them find that the results are not robust to the

elicitation method. These comparisons are performed across different techniques involving

various reward schemes and framings simultaneously.

One important aspect to understand differences in elicited preferences could be the nature

of the reward presented to subjects (domain). [12, 13, 17, 18] elicit risk preferences when the
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rewards vary (e.g. monetary vs health) and at least one of the rewards is hypothetical; all find

that risk attitudes are not always constant across different domains. Notice that [19], find that

hypothetical and monetary lotteries give different result when the framing is the same. By con-

trast, in [14] two different domains are considered: monetary and environmental, and subjects

obtain money or trees planted on their behalf, respectively. In this comparison, one reward

affects own profit (money) while the other takes the form of a contribution to the public good

(environment). They find that subjects are more risk averse in the environmental domain.

Finally, [11] compared how money versus extra class points influenced subjects in a task

where participants pay to avoid risks. They found that the average amount participants would

“pay” to avoid risk did not differ between the two forms of incentives. None of these papers

compare risk attitudes when different personal rewards are at stake.

Another differential element between elicitation techniques is framing. [20–22] introduce

changes to the usual framing in multiple price list (MPL) lotteries by varying different ele-

ments such as the order used to present the information or how the lotteries are explained to

subjects. All find differences in elicited risk attitudes when information is presented in differ-

ent formats. In addition, [23] also manipulate the framing of some lotteries, where the poten-

tial earnings make reference to a health context and subjects obtain monetary rewards by

ensuring that their patients live in better conditions; different treatments frame the potential

health of hypothetical patients differently (e.g. years in perfect health vs. hours of pain allevi-

ated). They also find differences in elicited risk aversion across framings.

To sum up, previous literature has studied whether risk preferences are stable to different

framings [20, 21], to different types of reward [14] or to simultaneous variations in domain

and framing [3]. However, none of the studies perform a within subject analysis where the

effect of domain and framing in risk preferences can be disentangled.

Elicited risk preferences may also be affected by subjects’ characteristics such as age [24]),

having a family [25, 26] or gender. [27] also found that subjects are less risk averse when the

money at stake is not theirs. Traditionally, females were believed to be more risk averse [2, 28,

29] but recent contributions find that this is not always the case [30–32]. [1] show that gender

differences in risk attitudes depend on the elicitation method adopted. Differences are fre-

quently found in some tasks, such as the ordered lottery selection task introduced by [29],

whereas no gender differences are apparent in other contexts such as the multiple price list lot-

teries [33]. More generally, gender differences observed in some studies might be the result of

particular features of the experimental design. For example, analyzing gender differences in

prosociality, [34] find that differential treatment effects across genders may be due to the dif-

ferential effect of framing. In this paper, we look at the possible differential effect that domain

and framing may have on subjects with different gender, which may explain the fact that some

elicitation methods produce gender differences while others do not.

3. Methods

Our first goal is to check if changing the domain (nature of the reward) of payoffs in a price list

task might impact the elicited risk preferences. Notice that in this paper domain always refers

to the argument of the utility function. To test this, we consider two different domains. In a

lottery with a safe option (see [10]) rewards are monetary in the Money treatment (Mo), or

grade points in a regular first year university course in the Points treatment (Po).

Our second aim is to test if framing affects risk aversion attitudes. Framing refers to the set-

ting or situation faced by the subject in the experiment. Notice that we keep the argument of

the utility function (domain) constant in both framing treatments (grade points). In order to

identify framing effects, we create two different scenarios while keeping the domain constant
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(grade points). In the first framing, we elicit risk attitudes through an MPL lottery with a safe

option. In the second, while keeping the same underlying lottery structure, the options are pre-

sented as the decision whether to answer exam questions or omit (Ex or Exam treatment).

Table 1 describes the differences in domain and framing between treatments.

For each domain/framing we estimate the risk aversion coefficient assuming a CRRA utility

function (constant relative risk aversion):

U xð Þ ¼
x 1� rð Þ

1 � rð Þ
; r > 0; r 6¼ 1

ln xð Þ; r ¼ 1

8
><

>:

where x is the reward (either money or points in the exam) and the coefficient r is the parame-

ter to be estimated; r measures the degree of risk aversion that is implicit in this function. The

estimation is performed using maximum likelihood structural estimation [35, 36]. We use a

Fetchner error specification corrected as in [37], to avoid the non-monotonicity of choice

probabilities when r varies [37–39].

MPL lotteries have been criticized [5] for generating inconsistent observations (subjects

may switch options more than once) that have to be excluded from the analysis. With a maxi-

mum likelihood structural estimation, we are able to overcome this issue and include all the

decisions, since choices are rationalized by adding a stochastic component to model errors.

Moreover, [40] point out that for subjects with high numeracy skills, such as the ones in this

sample (all university students), MPL is an appropriate method due to the predictive accuracy

of the task. [41] argue that preferences inferred through choice lists provide a better indicator

of informed preferences compared to elicitation based on a single choice.

The maximum likelihood regression results will provide the treatment effects and this will

allow us to test our hypotheses:

• H1: Ceteris paribus, elicited risk aversion is different in the grades domain (treatment Po) than
in the money domain (treatment Mo).

This hypothesis is based on previous findings that a change in hypothetical domains affects

elicited risk attitudes ([12, 13, 17]. [14] also found that risk attitudes were not stable in two sce-

narios with real rewards, one where subjects earned money and another where they contrib-

uted to the environment with trees planted.

Treatments Mo and Po only differ in the nature of payoffs (domain), Money in Mo and

grade points in Po; everything else is identical, including the terms of the lotteries.

• H2: Ceteris paribus, elicited risk aversion is different in the lottery-framing (treatment Po)
than in the exam-framing (treatment Ex).

Hypothesis 2 is formulated taking into account that previous literature analyzing small

framing variations in MPL lotteries (e.g. [20, 21]) found that framing affects risk-taking

behavior.

Table 1. Treatments.

Domain

Framing Money Points

Lottery Mo Po
Exam - - - - - - - Ex

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t001
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Note that in Po and Ex we keep the nature of the reward constant while we vary the fram-

ing, a lottery in Po and an exam in Ex.

• H3: Domain or framing do not affect gender differences in risk aversion.

This third hypothesis implies that any possible gender differences in risk aversion will

remain constant across treatments; for example, if women are more risk averse than men in

Mo, our hypothesis is that they will also be more risk averse in the other two treatments, Po
and Ex. This hypothesis is supported by previous literature on framing such as [20, 23] who

did not observe significant gender differences across treatments with different framings.

4. Experimental design

The experiment was performed with 249 first year students enrolled in the course Introduction
to Business at the University of the Balearic Islands (Spain). The total number of students

enrolled was 273. Participation was voluntary and 91% of the students decided to participate

and thus gave oral consent to participate in the study. Students were invited to participate in

the experiment after their first midterm exam. The only information they had regarding the

experiment was the expected duration and that by participating they could increase their mark

in the exam and earn some money. As specified in the syllabus and teaching guide, students

can increase their marks along the course by participating in educational activities. In this par-

ticular activity, students familiarize themselves with the concepts of lottery and risk, which are

later the subject matter of a lecture in financial decision making where we formally introduce

the concept of risk aversion. It was a pen-and-paper experiment that consisted on three differ-

ent tasks and a questionnaire. They needed to complete everything to obtain the points/

money.

The experiment has a within-subject design, and all the subjects participate in all the 3 treat-

ments in different orders. The treatments are as follows:

4.1. Money treatment (Mo)

Subjects face a lottery that consists of a series of 11 decisions (see Table 2) where outcomes are

monetary. Two randomly selected subjects are paid for one randomly selected decision. The

payoffs are expressed in ECUs (experimental currency units). Subjects are informed about the

Table 2. Lotteries in Money treatment, Mo.

Decision Option A Option B

1 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 0 ECU

2 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 0.2 ECU

3 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 0.4 ECU

4 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 0.6 ECU

5 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 0.8 ECU

6 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 1 ECU

7 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 1.2 ECU

8 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 1.4 ECU

9 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 1.6 ECU

10 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 1.8 ECU

11 2 ECU 1/5 probability of winning 10 ECU, 4/5 probability of winning 2 ECU

Note: 1 ECU is equivalent to 5 Euros.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t002
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exchange rate: 1 ECU is equivalent to 5 Euros. Subjects can earn between 0 and 50 Euros in

this task.

We use a multiple price list lottery composed of multiple choices where the risky option is

increasing in expected value. There is always a safe option, so that subjects decide between a

lottery and earning a safe amount [10]. The reason for choosing a multiple price list with a safe

option is to be able to maintain the same underlying lottery structure when the framing is

changed to a multiple-choice test where the safe option is to omit the question. With these var-

iations, we can use the same underlying lottery in our three scenarios which makes risk atti-

tudes comparable across treatments. In return, including a safe option does not allow to

measure risk proneness.

In Table 2, Option A is the safe option, where subjects earn 10 Euros for sure if that decision

is implemented. Option B is a series of ordered lotteries with increasing expected value, where

subjects could earn 50 euros with a probability 0.2 or a lower amount (from 0 in decision 1 to

10 Euros in decision 11) with probability 0.8. Subjects made a choice between A and each lot-

tery in column B, switching at some point from the safe option (A) to the risky option (B) as

the probability of the good outcome in the risky lottery increases. The switching point captures

their degree of risk aversion. For example, if subject 1 chooses column A five times and subject

2 chooses column A ten times, we infer that subject 2 is more risk averse than subject 1, since

the former selected a higher number of safe options. Never choosing the risky option or

switching from B to A are regarded as inconsistent choices; these decisions can be rationalized

by adding a stochastic component to model errors.

4.2. Grade points treatment (Po)

This treatment has the same lottery structure as the Money treatment (Mo) but the reward per-

tains to a different domain: instead of earning money, subjects earn grade points for the final

score. The midterm exam is graded over 100 and accounts for 25% of the final score of the

course. Depending on their choice subjects could obtain between 0 and 10 extra points in the

midterm exam. Note that the amount of points and money that subjects could potentially earn

was not large. The Ethics Committee of the University of the Balearic Islands allowed our

intervention (number 89CER18) on the condition that (a) the points at stake were extra points

added to the final mark (we could not decrease scores), (b) these extra points did not represent

more than the 10% of the value of the midterm exam. Students were aware that one of the deci-

sions in this task or the following task would be implemented and the points obtained added

to the exam. Notice that the points offered to students represented a maximum of a 2.5% of the

final grade, which is not high but can still help to pass the course. Compared to the money

they could earn it may seem low but, since only randomly selected participants were paid, the

stakes in the two treatments are comparable.

Table 3 shows the multiple price list lottery. Again, choosing Option A is the safe option.

Selecting Option A means that if this decision is implemented, 2 extra points will be added to

the exam for sure. Meanwhile, column B contains a series of lotteries of increasing expected

value where subjects can earn 10 points in the exam with probability 0.2 or a lower increasing

amount (from 0 points in decision 1 to 2 points in decision 11) with probability 0.8.

4.3. Exam treatment (Ex)

In this treatment, the lottery structure is the same as in treatments Mo and Po, but with an

exam framing. Students were informed that one of the decisions made in this task or the previ-

ous one would be implemented and the points obtained added to the midterm exam grade.

One out of the 22 decisions made in Po and Ex treatments was selected to reward subjects.
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We replicate the same lottery structure in a multiple-choice test framing with questions that

our subjects are very unlikely to know the answer to, so that we can control the probability of

success. If students chose one of the 5 potential answers randomly, on average 20% of the

answers would be right. In our case, 18% of the subjects guessed the correct answer. This num-

ber is very close to the theoretical 20%. See S2 Appendix for more information on subjects’

answering pattern. A subject was given a randomly chosen question with 5 potential answers

and only one is correct (see Table 4 for a sample question of this treatment and S2 Appendix

to see other questions in this treatment). The first task is to choose one correct answer (the

question is the same and the answer is unique for all the lotteries). Then, they have to choose

between the safe option (omit), earning 2 points for sure by refusing to give an answer, or

decide to answer. This is done by circling Yes or No to answer the question in that particular

decision. Circling Yes means answering, which implies playing a lottery since they do not

know the correct answer, nor do they have partial knowledge regarding the answer. Therefore,

this is the same as choosing Option B in the grade points treatment Po, where they earn 10

points with probability 0.2 (choosing randomly the correct answer) or answering incorrectly

and earning a lower increasing amount (from 0 points in Decision 1 to 2 points in Decision

11) with probability 0.8. Circling No is equivalent to choosing Option A (safe option) in the

grade points treatment Po.

Table 3. Lotteries in grade points treatment, Po.

Decision Option A Option B

1 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 0 points

2 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 0.2 points

3 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 0.4 points

4 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 0.6 points

5 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 0.8 points

6 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 1 point

7 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 1.2 points

8 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 1.4 points

9 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 1.6 points

10 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 1.8 points

11 2 points 1/5 probability of winning 10 points, 4/5 probability of winning 2 points

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t003

Table 4. Exam treatment, Ex. Question: When was prospect theory first introduced by Kahneman and Tversky? a) 1980 b) 1979 c) 1978 d) 1977 e) 1976.

Decision Omit (do not answer) Right answer Wrong answer Circle YES if you would prefer to answer and NO if you would prefer to omit)

1 2 points 10 points 0 points YES / NO

2 2 points 10 points 0.2 points YES / NO

3 2 points 10 points 0.4 points YES / NO

4 2 points 10 points 0.6 points YES / NO

5 2 points 10 points 0.8 points YES / NO

6 2 points 10 points 1 point YES / NO

7 2 points 10 points 1.2 points YES / NO

8 2 points 10 points 1.4 points YES / NO

9 2 points 10 points 1.6 points YES / NO

10 2 points 10 points 1.8 points YES / NO

11 2 points 10 points 2 points YES/ NO

Which answer is the correct one? (a, b, c, d or e)?

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t004
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The three treatments are equivalent in the probabilities of the lotteries involved. From

money (Mo) to grade points (Po) we only change the nature of the reward and from grade

points (Po) to exam (Ex) we only change the framing (lottery vs exam). We randomize the

order of treatments to account for potential order effects; there are three different orders (see

Table 5).

5. Results

5.1. Descriptive statistics and non-parametric tests

Table 6 summarizes the main descriptive statistics. Note that our percentage of inconsistent

subjects (Mo: 16%, Po: 17% and Ex: 14%) is similar to those in the literature: [33] find 13%

inconsistent answers for American students, [40] find 8.5% of inconsistent subjects and [10]

15.6% in an multiple price list lottery. First, we are interested in the comparison between the

first two treatments (Mo and Po). This comparison allows testing Hypothesis 1 (a change in

domain changes elicited risk preferences). In Mo subjects face a lottery where they can earn

money and in Po they face the same lottery but their reward are extra points in an exam. The

Table 5. Order of treatments.

Order 1st task 2nd task 3rd task Number of subjects

0 Mo Po Ex 69

1 Po Mo Ex 91

2 Ex Mo Po 89

N 249

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t005

Table 6. Descriptive statistics for each treatment.

Mo Po Ex
# safe choices: mean 5.314 5.631 5.014

male 5.313 5.663 4.682

female 5.315 5.611 5.234

standard deviation 2.298 2.184 3.007

male 2.409 2.204 3.091

female 2.231 2.180 2.942

Number of subjects 210 206 213

% males 36.94% 36.94% 36.94%

Inconsistent subjects 15.66% 17.27% 14.46%

male 9.78% 13.04% 7.61%

female 19.11% 19.75% 18.47%

Strongly inconsistent subjects 12.45% 13.25% 11.24%

male 8.7% 10.87% 5.43%

female 14.65% 14.65% 14.65%

Always safe option 3.21% 4.02% 3.21%

male 1.09% 2.17% 2.17%

female 4.46% 5.1% 3.82%

Note: Strongly inconsistent subjects are those who switch multiple times from safe to unsafe. Always safe option refers

to subjects who chose the safe option in all the 11 decisions. Inconsistent subjects include strongly inconsistent and

those who always chose the safe option. Inconsistent subjects were excluded from the sample used to calculate the

mean safe choices.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t006
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difference between the amount of safe choices selected in Mo and Po by consistent subjects is

not statistically significant (Mann-Whitney: z = -1.254, p = 0.21).

Hypothesis 2 evaluates if framing modifies elicited risk preferences. In Po subjects face a lot-

tery framing and in Ex they face an exam framing. The incentive in both cases was the same.

We compare the amount of safe choices selected in these treatments by consistent subjects and

observe significant differences between Po and Ex (Mann-Whitney: z = 2.250; p = 0.024). Sub-

jects choose more safe options in Po.

Finally, Hypothesis 3 analyses differential effects of domain or framing by gender. If we

compare the amount of safe choices made by male and female subjects across treatments we

do not find significant gender differences in Mo treatment (Mann-Whitney: z = 0.120;
p = 0.905), nor in Po (z = -0.071; p = 0.944) or in Ex (z = 1.472; p = 0.141). However, when we

compare the behavior of individuals of the same gender in different treatments, we find that

males behave differently in Po and Ex (z = 2.09; p = 0.037). We do not find significant differ-

ences in the amount of safe choices made by men or women across the rest of the treatments.

In the following sections we further analyze treatment effects.

5.2. The effect of domain: Grade vs money

To compare treatments Mo and Po we take all the observations where any of these treatments

was performed first and hence, they were not affected by Ex treatment, i.e. orders 0 and 1 (see

Table 5).

Table 7 presents the results of a maximum likelihood estimation of the risk aversion coeffi-

cient r, corrected for stochastic errors [37]. Even though there was random assignment, we

have 1,518 observations where Mo came before Po and 2,002 observations where Po came

before Mo. Due to the fact that the number of observations turned out not to be balanced, we

introduce a dummy variable (order) to control for potential order effects in the regression; it

has value 1 if Po was performed before Mo and 0 otherwise. A dummy variable named treat-
mentPo is added and has value 1 if the treatment is Po and 0 if the treatment is Mo. We also

Table 7. The effect of domain. Maximum likelihood estimation of the risk aversion coefficient, r.

r Po-Mo Po-Mo
(1) (2)

treatmentPo 0.035 (0.025) 0.032 (0.0303)

order 0.002 (0.045) -0.012 (0.046)

male 0.012 (0.057)

male�treatmentPo 0.029 (0.053)

constant 0.222��� (0.032) 0.205��� (0.063)

mu 0.106��� (0.006) 0.106��� (0.006)

Pseudo log likelihood -860.953 -849.291

Prob>chi2 0.361 0.060

Observations 3,520 3,520

Control variables NO YES

Note: Controls (see definitions in S1 Appendix): best group, worst group, English group, big town, # sitting exam,

Erasmus, economics/business school and inconsistent. The baseline treatment is the money lottery. The dependent

variable is r. Standard errors (in parenthesis) are clustered by subject.

�p < 0.10,

�� p < 0.05,

��� p < 0.01.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t007
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introduce a dummy variable (male with value 1 if the subject is a male and 0 otherwise) to con-

trol for gender effects. Finally, we add the interaction between gender and treatment

(male�treatmentPo).

We can see that there are no order effects and the treatment is not significant. In addition,

the coefficient associated to gender and the interaction of gender and treatment are not signifi-

cant, gender differences in attitudes towards risk are constant when the domain varies (results

hold if we perform the same regressions restricted only to male or female participants). These

results hold whether we use control variables (column 2) or not (column 1).

Result 1: There are no differences in elicited risk aversion in the two domains considered

(monetary and grade points).

This result contradicts previous findings by [12–14, 17] who find differences in risk taking

attitudes when domains vary. One reason for the different findings is most of these papers

both domain and framing change simultaneously. [12] compare self-reported risk attitudes in

different contexts (e.g. health or financial decisions), so that not only domain in our sense

(argument of the utility function) changes but also the framing (e.g. health or investment

context).

[13] compare risk attitudes elicited through a nationwide questionnaire that includes ques-

tions in different contexts, to the results of an incentivized lottery with experimental subjects

in a lab. They find that the measures are correlated and that the differences between them can

be explained by context. They conclude that the risk measure elicited through a lottery can be

replicated if subjects respond to many questions providing self-reported information in differ-

ent contexts.

[17] elicits risk attitudes in the financial and environmental contexts using a multiple-price

list experiment. Both contexts are hypothetical as subjects earnings are independent from the

decisions made in the MPL experiments. She finds differences that could be due to domain or

to the financial/environmental context.

These papers use at least one hypothetical scenario in their comparisons, while [14] com-

pare a domain with individual monetary rewards to an environmental domain where the

reward is an in-kind contribution to a public good (bee-friendly plants). The framing includes

information about the decline of the bee population and the link between bee-friendly plants

and the positive externality they generate. Our study adds to the literature by considering two

different personal rewards, money or grade points.

In this paper we separate the effect of domain (the nature of the rewards) and the effect of

framing. The variation in domain presented in this study turns out to be irrelevant (see

Table 7) but, as we will show in the next section, framing affects elicited risk preferences.

5.3. The effect of framing

To compare treatments Ex and Po we take the orders 1 and 2. In order 1 subjects perform Po
first and Ex last, and in order 2 they start with Ex and finish with Po. Since we have 3,003

observations in order 1 and 2,937 observations in order 2, we can conclude that the sample is

balanced. Nevertheless, we control for any potential order effects.

Table 8 presents the results of the maximum likelihood estimation. The independent vari-

ables are treatmentEx (a dummy with value 1 if the treatment is Ex); order with value 1 if treat-

ment Ex goes before treatment Po and 0 otherwise; male, equal to 1 if the subject is a male; and

male�treatmentEx is the interaction between the variables male and treatmentEx. Models (1)

and (2) take into account all the subjects in orders 1 and 2, while Models (3) to (6) further

restrict the sample to males or females.
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Model (1) in Table 8 shows that the treatment is significant. Subjects are significantly less

risk averse in an exam framing (Ex) compared to a lottery framing (Po) with the same underly-

ing structure. The variable order is not significant at 5% In Model (2) we see that the variable

male and the interaction between treatment Ex and gender is not significant. Overall, subjects

show less risk aversion in Ex than Po.

Result 2: There are differences in the elicited risk aversion parameter between the two

framings considered (lottery and a multiple-choice test).

In Models (3) and (4) of Table 8 the estimation is restricted to males (without and with con-

trols, respectively). The numbers of male and female subjects are unbalanced in the sample

(63% females). Note that for males, treatment Ex is highly significant (at 1%) and positive. The

coefficient is quite large (-0.211). Males in treatment Ex are less risk averse than in treatment

Po. Restricting the sample to females, Models (5) and (6), the coefficient associated to treat-

ment Ex, (-0.109) is also significant (at 1%). The average treatment effect seems to be larger for

males than females in the separate regressions, but the difference is not significant in the over-

all sample.

Result 3: There are no significant differences between males and females, both show more

risk aversion in a lottery framing than in a multiple-choice test framing.

[1] find that in multiple price list lotteries both genders display a similar behavior. They

conduct a meta-study with 20 papers using MPL lotteries and find no gender differences in 15

of these studies, mixed results in 2 and gender differences in 3 of the studies. None of the stud-

ies finding gender differences used the basic [33] MPL treatment. Two of these three papers

used a [33] MPL elicitations task. [42] used a low stake [33] task, while [40] run a high stake

(x20) [33] MPL. The third study finding gender differences, [43] used a non-incentivised ver-

sion with less choices (9).

According to the literature studying behavior in multiple choice tests with correction for

guessing [15, 16, 44, 45], males show less risk aversion in exams and answer more questions

than females. However, we did not find significant gender differences.

Table 8. The effect of framing. Maximum likelihood estimation of the risk aversion coefficient, r.

ρ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ex-Po Ex-Po Ex-Po Ex-Po Ex-Po Ex-Po

males males females females

treatmentEx -0.143��� (0.038) -0.117�� (0.047) -0.169�� (0.061) -0.211��� (0.066) -0.124��� (0.046) -0.109�� (0.049)

order 0.058 (0.050) 0.097� (0.050) 0.064 (0.082) 0.162� (0.085) 0.056 (0.062) -0.070 (0.060)

male -0.040 (0.062)

male�treatmentEx -0.101 (0.082)

constant 0.267��� (0.036) 0.235��� (0.707) 0.244��� (0.069) 0.232�� (0.103) 0.282��� (0.041) 0.186��� (0.092)

mu 0.126��� (0.006) 0.1125��� (0.006) 0.118��� (0.009) 0.115��� (0.008) 0.132��� (0.009) 0.147� (0.096)

Pseudo log likelihood -1088.026 -1065.058 -415.554 -396.683 -668.808 -651.61

Prob>Chi2 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.002 0.020 0.002

Observations 3,960 3,960 1540 1540 2420 2420

Control variables NO YES NO YES NO YES

Note: Controls (see definitions in S1 Appendix): best group, worst group, English group, big town, # sitting exam, Erasmus, economics/business school and inconsistent.
The baseline treatment is the Grade Points lottery Po. The dependent variable is r. Standard errors (in parenthesis) are clustered by subject.

�p < 0.10,

�� p < 0.05,

��� p < 0.01.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t008
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5.4. Subjects’ behavior in the exam framing

The impact of framing could act through the channel of probability perception. To explore

this possibility, let’s analyze the answering patterns in Ex treatment. The test makers had

placed the correct answer in positions A, B, C, D or E randomly (see S2 Appendix for the dif-

ferent questions and answers in the Ex treatment). Subjects had no knowledge, so the probabil-

ity of each alternative A, B, C, D or E being the correct answer was the same. Under these

conditions, if the subject decides to take the lottery of answering the question, we would expect

a random choice. However, the pattern of the answers was not random.

Had subjects answered randomly, each answer (A, B, C, D and E) should have been selected

20% of the times. A χ2 test against the theoretical distribution (p = 0.000) indicates that sub-

jects did not answer randomly the questions in the Ex treatment. This result holds for males

(p = 0.000) and females (p = 0.000). We can rationalize this through two different mechanisms:

focal points or miscalibration of probabilities.

In Fig 1 and Table 9 we see that subjects exhibit a preference towards the middle option,

answer C (33% of the cases). The first explanation is that when intending to choose randomly,

the item in the middle, option C, is a focal point. In this case, subjects who are guessing the

answer are attracted to this focal point and choose it more frequently than 1/5 of the times. If

the focal point explanation is correct, the elicited risk aversion coefficient would be the same

as in the MPL lotteries, that is, subjects perceive the probabilities of each option as being

Fig 1. Answers provided by subjects in Ex treatment.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.g001
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identical but are attracted by the focal point when guessing. Notice that the focal point theory

is in line with the central tendency bias: when subjects have to estimate or choose among differ-

ent quantities they tend to exhibit a bias towards the mean of the distribution [46–49].

Previous literature in multiple-choice tests also allows to anticipate this as a plausible behav-

ior in the Exam treatment. [50] find that subjects who do not know the answer in a multiple-

choice test tend to randomly select the middle options (in their terminology, there is a middle
bias or edge aversion; see also [51, 52]. Interestingly, they also find that test makers have a bias

against the edges; when asked to write a single question with four alternatives, around 80%

choose to place the correct answer in one of the two middle positions. If test takers believe that

test makers have such a bias, then it is an optimal response for the test takers to show a middle

bias. If this explanation (miscalibration explanation) is correct, the elicited risk aversion coeffi-

cient would be different from the one in the MPL lotteries, because subjects perceived the

probabilities of each option as being distinct, higher for the middle options and lower for the

edges. Note that in this case lotteries in the exam are viewed as less risky and therefore they are

more likely to be taken. By contrast, if subjects are answering randomly (focal point explana-

tion) we should expect the same elicited risk aversion coefficient as in MPL lotteries indepen-

dent of their answering pattern. A similar argument is put forward in [53]. Entrepreneurs take

higher risks not because they have different risk preferences than the rest of the population but

because their perceived (or actual) probability of success is higher (see also [54]). From

Table 8, we see in columns (1) and (2) that the effect of treatment Ex is negative and signifi-

cant, which would favor the first explanation: subjects are attracted by the middle option

because they think it has higher probability (miscalibration explanation).

Furthermore, framing may trigger several behavioral biases and lead to a miscalibration of

the probability of choosing the correct answer. In our case, when comparing a lottery where

the probabilities are explicit, to a different framing where the probabilities are the same but are

not made explicit, we may find that behavior is different even though subjects’ risk preferences

are stable. The exam framing may trigger the illusion of control [55], or an excessive optimism

or overconfidence that may produce a distortion of the real probabilities of success. “The illu-

sion of control [56] is concerned with greater confidence in one’s predictive ability or in a

favorable outcome when one has a higher degree of personal involvement, even when one’s

involvement is not actually relevant.” [55].

It is worth noting that in our context overconfidence is understood as overestimation of

one’s actual knowledge [57]; however, in framing overconfidence is mitigated by the fact that

the subjects had no knowledge on the questions, so it is unlikely that they could be overesti-

mating their knowledge.

Therefore, the illusion of control or the overestimation of their abilities in the hide-and-

seek game with the test maker (see [52]) leads to overestimation of their probability of guessing

the right answer and thus to a different behavior even though the underlying lotteries are the

same in treatments Ex and Po.

Table 9. Frequency of each answer.

Given answers Percentage χ2 against theor. distribution

A 11.24% p = 0.000

B 21.35% p = 0.142

C 33.71% p = 0.000

D 23.03% p = 0.000

E 10.67% p = 0.000

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0267696.t009
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6. Conclusions

In this paper we analyze if elicited risk preferences are stable under changes in domain or

framing. This issue is important because the elicitation methods used in the literature differ in

the nature of the reward (domain) and/or the scenarios presented to subjects (framing). Ide-

ally, we would like the results to be robust to domain or framing as that would render the

results comparable across different elicitation methods. Our experimental evidence indicates

that elicited preferences do depend on framework, while they seem to be independent of

domain. This result allows reconciling some contradictory outcomes in the literature. Differ-

ences in elicited risk preferences probably come from the differential effect of framing, which

may be confounded with different risk aversion.

We chose two different domains for the rewards, money and grades, that have been found

relevant in previous literature. We do not find significant differences between subjects’ behav-

ior in these two particular domains. Our findings are different from previous results because

we separate domain, interpreted as the nature of the rewards, from the framing of the experi-

ment. This differentiation has not been made in the literature and we find that it is an impor-

tant one. Another difference is that we compare two personal incentives (money vs. grades)

while previous literature has compared other scenarios such as monetary to hypothetical indi-

vidual earnings or to contributions to a public good. Our result finding that domain is irrele-

vant, is in line with [11] who find that monetary and grade incentives generate no differences

in a game where participants need to pay to avoid a risk. Further research is needed to show

whether these results hold under different elicitation rewards and methods where for example

risk proneness can be captured.

For differences in framing, we compare a modified multiple price list framing with a safe

option to another where subjects face an identical underlying lottery but in an exam framing.

We find that there are differences in elicited risk attitudes between these treatments. Framing

may trigger behavioral biases (illusion of control, overoptimism) that affect the subjective

probabilities of the lotteries. In our case subjects show more risk aversion in a lottery framing

than in an exam framing.

Our results show that framing may trigger behavioral biases that can change the outcome of

risk elicitation tasks. Future work should focus on the nature of the behavioral biases involved

in framing and the implications for elicited risk attitudes in different contexts.
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